
We are thrilled to announce the release of our brand 

new hardcover catalog, a testament to our legacy 

and a glimpse into the future. As we commemorate 

the remarkable milestone of our 60th anniversary, 

we invite you to join us on a journey through the rich 

history of Bulo, as well as our deep-rooted 

commitment to innovation and design.


In addition to the fascinating historical timeline, our 

catalog is a visual feast for design enthusiasts. We 

have meticulously curated a stunning collection of 

photographs showcasing our diverse range of 

furniture products. From sleek and modern office 

desks to elegant lounge chairs, each piece 

embodies the essence of Bulo's design philosophy

—uncompromising quality, timeless aesthetics, and 

functionality.



Moreover, our catalog highlights the contributions of 

renowned designers and their collections, which 

have played an integral role in shaping our brand. 

Their innovative designs have consistently pushed 

the boundaries of creativity and sustainability, 

resulting in iconic and influential pieces that have 

stood the test of time.

The employees of Veolia Belgium's support services, together with their new colleagues 

from Suez, settled into their new offices, which were renovated and redesigned in 

several office spaces within a building on Boulevard Poincaré in Saint-Gilles.

Collections in this project

Pub&Club by Luc Vincent


SL by Léon Stynen


VVD Bistro by Vincent Van Duysen


SB55 by Stéphane Beel


Senses by Nathalie Van Reeth


TAB by Alain Berteau


H2O by Bataille & ibens


Monica in collaboration with Gensler

NEW HARDCOVER CATALOGUE

Celebrating the past and 
embracing the present

New project:


Veolia Brussels

THE NEW CATALOGUE IS HERE

Check out the digital version
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Bulo was present at last month’s Trends & Innovation market organised 

by The Hub in Antwerp. We got the chance to connect with lots of (interior) 

architects and fellow design enthusiasts who were looking for innovative 

materials to get inspired by and potentially use in their next projects. 


